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Abstract. This paper describes sliding mode guidance laws with prescribed performance
for maneuvering targets. The proposed guidance laws, which combine a novel error vari-
able function with a new sliding mode surface, ensure that the line of sight (LOS) angle
converges to the desired value and the LOS tracking error converges to an arbitrarily
small residual set faster than some pre-designed rate. By combining the system tracking
error with the prescribed performance function, a novel error variable function is de-
signed and a new sliding mode surface is proposed. The key concept in this approach is
to transform the prescribed performance constraint problem into that of the boundedness
of the error variable function. The boundedness of the novel sliding mode surface ensures
that the system state converges according to the prescribed performance. Additionally,
this paper discusses the problem whereby the upper bound of the aggregate uncertainty, in-
cluding the target information, is unavailable. An adaptive guidance law is presented for
this scenario. Finally, simulation results are compared with those using other guidance
laws. Numerical simulations show that the guidance laws presented in this paper achieve
effective performance and can ensure the LOS angle converges to the desired value.
Keywords: Prescribed performance, Error variable function, Sliding mode guidance
law, Adaptive control

1. Introduction. In the problem of missile interception, the main objective of guidance
laws is to allow missiles to intercept targets by ensuring a minimum miss distance [1].
In modern warfare, the combat capability of missiles can be enhanced by considering a
specific impact angle [2,3]. There has been considerable research in this area. In 1973,
Kim and Grider [4] designed a suboptimal terminal guidance system for reentry vehi-
cles under an impact angle constraint. This guidance system was designed as a linear
quadratic control problem. Kim et al. [5] developed a proportional navigation guidance
law with a supplementary time-varying bias to satisfy the impact angle constraint. This
bias compensated for target acceleration and sensor noise. An angle-constrained biased
proportional navigation guidance (ACBPNG) law has been developed [6]. Considering
that line of sight (LOS) rate control determines the angle of incidence, a closed loop was
derived for ACBPNG and the exact bias for the required impact angle was determined.
A biased pure proportional navigation guidance law has been proposed [7], and optimal
guidance laws with angle constraints have been derived by transforming the impact angle
constraint into an optimal control constraint problem [8-11]. Based on optimal control
theory other forms of optimal guidance laws with angle constraints can be stated. For
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instance, the direction of the missile can be adjusted to the optimal attack line, thus con-
trolling the miss distance and the terminal angle, using the missile end position and speed
deviation as state variables [12]. In recent decades, sliding mode control (SMC) theory
has attracted widespread attention. For example, a terminal sliding mode guidance law
in which the system state converges in finite time has been reported [13]. A nonsingular
sliding mode guidance law [14] has been designed to solve the problem of singularities
on the sliding mode surface. This ensures that, for any initial heading angle, the missile
intercepts the target at a desired impact angle without exhibiting any singularity. Based
on adaptive theory and a nonsingular fast terminal SMC method, an adaptive nonsingular
fast terminal sliding mode guidance law was developed to allow the missile to intercept
maneuvering targets [15]. In the problem of a missile intercept a stealth aircraft, the
guidance law designed for this system should constrain the line of signt (LOS) angle dur-
ing the whole guidance process as the radar cross section for stealth target can only be
identified at a certain specific angle. In the coordinated operation of multiple missiles, due
to the constraints of communication or cooperative detection, the spatial configuration
between multiple missiles is required to meet certain constraints. Therefore, the state of
the guidance system should converge according to certain prescribed performance criteria.
In addition, the theory can be applied to such fields as spacecraft attitude control or robot
control [16].
The literature review in the preceding paragraph demonstrates that, although there has

been considerable research on guidance laws with angle constraints, most methods restrict
the terminal LOS angle, which does not constrain the convergence process. To further
analyze and research the control process, the state of the control system should converge
according to some prescribed performance criteria. In this direction, the funnel control
approach was proposed [17-19]. This is a continuation of the adaptive high-gain control
methodology that replaces the monotonically increasing control gain with a time-varying
function. When the output error of the system is close to the funnel boundary, the funnel
control admits high values, resulting in a simple nonlinear and time-varying proportional
control scheme for classes of nonlinear systems with a known relative degree of one [20-23]
and, more recently, two [24,25]. In recent years, Bechlioulis and Rovithakis proposed pre-
scribed performance control (PPC) theory. Based on a designed performance constraint
function, a PPC controller was designed [26] by transforming the system tracking error
into an equivalent unconstrained system through an error transformation. Furthermore,
PPC has been used to design adaptive controllers for various classes of nonlinear systems.
For instance, two robust adaptive controllers for single-input/single-output strict feedback
nonlinear systems possessing unknown nonlinearities have been proposed [27]. These can
ensure that the tracking error converges to an arbitrarily small residual set at a rate that
is not less than a specified value, and that the maximum overshoot is not less than a
small constant. A control scheme has also been designed for multi-input/multi-output
affine control nonlinear systems with guaranteed prescribed performance [28]. Adaptive
dynamic surface control technology was employed to design a PPC controller that satisfies
the performance constraints of tracking error for a feedback system with a certain form
[29].
In recent years, SMC has been widely used in controller design because of its strong

robustness to external disturbances and the uncertainty of the system parameters [30].
With the development of hypersonic vehicles and other high speed missiles, the maneuver
power of attacking targets is constantly increasing [31]. In the terminal guidance phase,
the maneuver of the target is a major factor affecting the guidance accuracy [32]. To solve
the problem of state constraints and make full use of the advantages of SMC, this paper
presents sliding mode guidance laws with prescribed performance. Similar to the collision
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avoidance function designed in [33], an error variable function is derived by combining the
system state tracking error with a designed prescribed performance constraint function.
The guidance law introduced in this paper is simpler and more robust than the methods
discussed above.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the guidance model
considering target maneuvering is established. The prescribed performance constraint
function and the error variable function are then designed. In Section 3, the sliding
mode guidance law with prescribed performance is introduced. For the unknown upper
bound of an external disturbance, an adaptive sliding mode guidance law is derived based
on adaptive control theory. Simulation results and analyses are presented in Section 4.
Finally, Section 5 summarizes our conclusions.

2. Problem Formulation.

2.1. Prescribed performance constraint function. Consider the following forms of
a typical nonlinear control system:

ẋ1 = x2

ẋ2 = f + bu+ d
(1)

where x1, x2 denote the system state, u is the control input, f is a function containing
system states, b is a parameter containing system states and d is the external disturbance.
In the nonlinear tracking control system, a typical control objective is to design the control
input u so as to ensure that system state x1 converges to x1d and x2 converges to zero. In
the control process of the nonlinear system, the state of the nonlinear system, such as the
convergence rate and the steady state error, should ideally satisfy some requirements in
the control process, similar to the analysis of linear systems. A prescribed performance
constraint function λ(t) is designed to ensure the system tracking error e = x1 − x1d

converges to the prescribed performance. Therefore, the control objective of system (1)
can be written as

1. x1 → x1d

2. x2 → 0
3. − λ(t) < e = x1 − x1d < λ(t)

(2)

Similar to [29], the prescribed performance constraint function can be designed as

λ(t) = (λ(0)− λ(∞))e−lt + λ(∞) (3)

where l is a positive constant and λ(0) is the initial value of the prescribed performance
constraint function. Let e(0) denote the initial value of the state tracking error in system
(1). λ(0) satisfies 0 < |e(0)| < λ(0), λ(∞) < λ(0), λ(∞) > 0.

The prescribed performance constraint function is shown in Figure 1.
Figure 2 shows the prescribed performance constraint function under different values

of l and λ(∞).
As shown in Figure 2, the value of l determines the convergence rate of the prescribed

performance function: the larger the value of l, the faster the convergence rate. λ(∞)
determines the bound of the prescribed performance constraint function in the steady
state.

Similar to the design of collision-avoidance functions in research on spacecraft collision-
avoidance control, an error variable function is designed as follows:

χ(t) =
e(t)

λ(t)

h(t) =

(
1

1− χ(t)2

)2

, t = {t| |e(t)| < λ(t)}
(4)
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Figure 1. Prescribed performance constraint function

(a) Curves under different l (b) Curves under different λ(∞)

Figure 2. Prescribed performance constraint function under different pa-
rameter values

As e(0) < λ(0), χ2(0) < 1. Thus, h(0) exists in the definition domain

t = {0 < t < t = t|max{|e(t)| < λ(t)}} ,
and the derivative of h(t) in the definition domain can be written as

ḣ(t) =
4λ3e

(
λė− λ̇e

)
(λ2 − e2)3

(5)

Remark 2.1. To ensure the system tracking error satisfies
∣∣∣ e(t)λ(t)

∣∣∣ < 1, as h(0) exists, it is

only necessary to ensure that h(t) is bounded in the process of system convergence.

Therefore, the state constraint problem for the tracking control of nonlinear systems is
transformed into the design of controller to ensure that h(t) is bounded in the process of
system convergence.

2.2. Guidance system models with target maneuvering. Figure 3 shows the two-
dimensional homing guidance geometry. In this figure, O is the missile and T is the
target. R represents the relative distance between the target and the missile. The speed
and lateral acceleration of the missile and the target are denoted as (Vm, am) and (Vt, at),
respectively. θm and θt denote the direction of Vm and Vt with respect to the LOS frame.
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Figure 3. Geometry in two-dimensional space

It is assumed that the origin is the missile launch point. The engagement dynamics are
given as follows:

Ṙ = Vt cos(θt)− Vm cos(θm) (6)

Rθ̇L = Vt sin(θt)− Vm sin(θm) (7)

θ̇m =
am
Vm

− θ̇L (8)

θ̇t =
at
Vt

− θ̇L (9)

The main purpose of this paper is to design sliding mode guidance laws with prescribed
performance. In other words, the lateral acceleration of the missile is designed to ensure
that the missile intercepts the target at a designated angle θLf , and that the LOS angle
tracking error θL − θLf converges according to the prescribed performance.

In this paper, the signals R, Ṙ, θL, θ̇L and θm are assumed to be measurable. Let θLf
be the desired LOS angle, x1 = θL− θLf be the LOS angle error, and x2 = θ̇L be the LOS
angular rate.

By differentiating (7) and rearranging dynamic Equations (6)-(9), the guidance system
considering the prescribed performance constraint problem can be rewritten as{

ẋ1 = x2

ẋ2 = f + bam + d
(10)

where f = −2Ṙ
R
x2, b = − cos(θm)

R
, d = cos(θt)

R
at.

This formula establishes the relationship between the line-of-sight angular rate q̇ and
the normal acceleration am of the missile. f is a quantity containing the system states, b
is a time-varying parameter, d is a parameter containing maneuvering information at of
the target, and d is regarded as the disturbance of the system to design the controller.

2.3. Related assumptions and lemmas. To facilitate the design, the following lemmas
and assumptions are stated.

Lemma 2.1. [34]. Consider the nonlinear system ẋ = f(x, t), x ∈ Rn. Suppose that
there exists a continuous and positive definite function V (x) such that

V̇ (x) ≤ −µV (x)− λV α(x) (11)

where µ, λ > 0 and 0 < α < 1 are constants. x(t0) = x0, where t0 is the initial time.
The system states arrive at the equilibrium point at time T , which satisfies the following
inequality:

T ≤ 1

µ(1− α)
ln

µV 1−α(x0) + λ

λ
(12)
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That is, the system states are finite-time convergent.

Lemma 2.2. [35]. Consider the system ẋ = f(x, t), x ∈ Rn. Suppose that there exists a
Lyapunov function V (x) and scalars ε ∈ (0, 1), c > 0, and 0 < δ < ∞ such that

V̇ ≤ −cV ε + δ (13)

Then, the trajectory of this system is practical finite-time stable.

Assumption 2.1. The target acceleration at is assumed to be bounded and to satisfy
|at| < dmax, where dmax is the upper bound of the target acceleration.

Assumption 2.2. During the time horizon of the guidance process, Ṙ < 0, 0 < R < R(0),
and t > 0. The missile intercepts the target when R ̸= 0, but belongs to the interval
[rmin, rmax] = [0.1m, 0.25m] [36].

3. Guidance Law Design. Different from the funnel control theory and the PPC theory,
this section transforms the prescribed performance constraint problem into the bounded-
ness of the error variable function and a new sliding mode surface is designed to ensure
the boundness of the variable function. First, some definitions and basic properties are
stated. Let tanh(·) denote the hyperbolic tangent function and cosh(·) denote the hyper-
bolic cosine function. Referring to [37], a simple derivation procedure ∀x ∈ Rn, y ∈ R
leads to the following basic properties:

x · tanh(x) ≥ tanh(x)2 ≥ 0 (equality occurs when x = 0) (14)

d tanh(y)

dy
=

(
1

cosh(y)

)2

= cosh−2(y), cosh(y) ≥ 1, −1 ≤ tanh(y) ≤ 1 (15)

where tanh(x) = sinh(x)
cosh(x)

= ex−e−x

ex+e−x , cosh(x) =
ex+e−x

2
.

3.1. Design of sliding mode guidance law with prescribed performance. The
main objective of this study is to design guidance laws so that the missile can intercept

a maneuvering target at a desired LOS angle θLf with prescribed performance
∣∣∣ e(t)λ(t)

∣∣∣ < 1.

Let e = x1 = θL − θLf , ė = θ̇L. The sliding mode surface is designed as follows:

S = k1 tanh(ρė) + (k2h+ k3)e (16)

where k1, k2, k3 and ρ are positive constants to be determined.
The derivative of S can be expressed as

Ṡ = k1ρ cosh
−2(ρė)ë+ k2ḣe+ (k2h+ k3)ė (17)

The design idea presented in this paper is to use the boundedness of S to ensure the
error variable function h(t) is bounded. If the upper bound dmax of the target maneuvers
is known, the finite-time guidance law of a missile intercepting maneuvering targets at a
desired LOS angle with prescribed performance can be expressed, under Assumptions 2.1
and 2.2, using the following equation:

u1 = b−1
[
−f − (ρk1)

−1 cosh2 (ρė)
(
k2ḣe+ (k2h+ k3)ė+ k4S + k5sign(S)

)]
(18)

where k4 and k5 are positive constants, and k5 is chosen such that k5 > ρk1dmax.

Theorem 3.1. Considering the system in (6)-(9), if Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 hold, and
the external disturbance at is bounded, then |at| < dmax. If (16) is selected as the sliding
mode surface and (18) is selected as the guidance law, the following conclusions can be
drawn:
(i) The sliding mode surface S converges to zero in finite time;
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(ii) The LOS tracking error θL− θLf and the LOS angular rate asymptotically converge
to zero;

(iii) In the whole guidance process, the LOS tracking error e = θL−θLf always satisfies∣∣∣ e(t)λ(t)

∣∣∣ < 1.

Proof: Using Assumption 2.1 and the property of the cosh(·) function,

S cosh−2(ρė)d ≤ |S| dmax (19)

Consider the Lyapunov function candidate as

V1 =
1

2
S2 (20)

The time derivative of V1 along with (6)-(9) gives

V̇1 = SṠ = S
[
k1ρ cosh

−2(ρė)ë+ k2ḣe+ (k2h+ k3)ė
]

(21)

Using inequality (19) and substituting the controller of (18) into (21), we obtain

V̇1 = S
[
k1ρ cosh

−2 (ρė) ë+ k2ḣe+ (k2h+ k3)ė
]

= S
[
k1ρ cosh

−2 (ρė) d− k4S − k5sign(S)
]

≤ −k4S
2 − k5S · sign(S) + k1ρ |S| dmax

≤ −k4S
2 − (k5 − k1ρdmax) |S|

≤ −aV1 − bV
1
2
1

(22)

where a = 2k4 > 0, b =
√
2(k5 − k1ρdmax) > 0. According to Lemma 2.1, inequality (22)

indicates that the sliding manifold S converges to zero in finite time. Thus, conclusion
(i) has been proved.

The stability analysis of the tracking error e is as follows.
Case 1. If ė = 0, using S = 0 and (16) implies that e = 0. This means that the LOS

angle tracking error e converges to zero.
Case 2. If ė ̸= 0, consider the Lyapunov function V2 candidate as

V2 =
1

2
e2 (23)

The derivative of V2 can be written as

V̇2 = eė = −k1(k2h+ k3)
−1ė tanh(ρė) (24)

According to h(t) ≥ 0 and (14),

V̇2 = eė = −k1(k2h+ k3)
−1ė tanh(ρė) < 0 (25)

From (25), the LOS angle tracking error e converges to zero asymptotically. Thus, the
LOS angular rate converges to zero asymptotically. This proves conclusion (ii).

From the previous analyses, the sliding manifold S converges to zero in finite time.
Therefore, S is bounded in the tracking control process. The boundedness of the tanh(·)
function means that k1 tanh(ρė) is bounded. Therefore, (k2h+k3)e is bounded. Next, the
boundedness of the error variable function h(t) is proved using reduction to absurdity.

Assuming that there exists a certain time point tp that makes h(t) unbounded in the

convergence process of the system, (4) implies that
∣∣∣ e(tp)λ(tp)

∣∣∣ = 1, |e(tp)| = |λ(tp)|. There-

fore, at time tp, (k2h + k3)e is unbounded, which contradicts the previous conclusions.
Additionally, when e(t) = 0, h(t) = 1. Hence, h(t) is always bounded in the tracking
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control process. Thus, conclusion (iii) has been proved. This completes the proof of all
conclusions in Theorem 3.1.

Remark 3.1. In the above design process, the boundedness of the sliding mode surface S
is used to deduce that h(t) is always bounded in the process of system convergence, which

means that as long as |e(0)| < λ(0),
∣∣∣ e(t)λ(t)

∣∣∣ < 1 is always satisfied in the process of system

convergence. However, during the design process, if e(t) is too close to λ(t), then h(t) may
become too large, which requires the controller to ensure better performance. Therefore,
the parameter k2 in front of h(t) in controller u should not be too large.

Remark 3.2. In Theorem 3.1, it is assumed that the upper bound of the external dis-
turbance in the guidance system is known. However, in practice, the upper bound of d
(including at and θt) cannot be accurately measured or estimated. To solve this problem,
adaptive control is introduced to design the guidance law.

3.2. Design of adaptive sliding mode guidance law with prescribed perfor-
mance. To solve the problem of the upper bound of the external disturbance being
unknown, an adaptive control method is used to estimate the upper bound of the target
accelerations. The adaptive sliding mode guidance law is designed as (26), and the exter-

nal disturbance d satisfies |d| ≤ dM , where dM is an unknown positive constant and d̂M is

the estimate of dM . Let d̃M = dM − d̂M , δ = ρk1 be the adaptive gain coefficient. Then,

u2 = b−1
[
−f − (ρk1)

−1 cosh2 (ρė)
(
k2ḣe+ (k2h+ k3)ė

+ k4S + k5sign(S) + ρk1d̂Msign(S)
)] (26)

˙̂
dM = δ |S| , δ = ρk1 (27)

Theorem 3.2. Considering the system in (6)-(9), if Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 hold, and
the external disturbance at is bounded, then if (16) is selected as the sliding mode surface
and (26) is selected as the guidance law, the following conclusions can be drawn:

(i) The sliding manifold S and the adaptive parameter d̂M are bounded, and d̂M has an

upper bound of d̄M , which makes d̂M ≤ d̄M ;
(ii) The sliding manifold S converges to zero in finite time, and the LOS tracking error

θL − θLf and the LOS angular rate asymptotically converge to within a small region of
zero;
(iii) In the whole guidance process, the LOS tracking error e = θL−θLf always satisfies∣∣∣ e(t)λ(t)

∣∣∣ < 1.

Proof: Consider the Lyapunov function candidate to be

V3 =
1

2
S2 +

1

2
d̃2M (28)

Taking the time derivative of V3 along with (6)-(9) and substituting the controller of
(26) and (16) into (28), we obtain

V̇3 = SṠ + d̃M
˙̃dM

= S
[
−k4S − k5sign(S)− ρk1d̂Msign(S) + ρk1 cosh

−2(ρė)d
]
+ d̃M

˙̃dM

≤ −k4S
2 − k5 |S| − ρk1d̂M |S|+ ρk1dM |S|+ d̃M

˙̃dM

≤ −k4S
2 − k5 |S|+ ρk1d̃M |S| − ˙̂

dM d̃M (29)
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≤ −k4S
2 − k5 |S|+ ρk1d̃M |S| − ρk1d̃M |S|

≤ −k4S
2 − k5 |S|

≤ 0

According to inequality (29), the sliding manifold S and d̂M are bounded, and so the

adaptive parameter d̂M has an upper bound. This means that there exists a positive
constant d̄M > 0 that satisfies d̂M ≤ d̄M . Thus, conclusion (i) has been proved.

Consider the Lyapunov function candidate V4 to be

V4 =
1

2
S2 +

1

2

(
d̄M − d̂M

)2

(30)

The derivative of V4 is

V̇4 = SṠ − ˙̂
dM

(
d̄M − d̂M

)
= S

[
−k4S − k5sign(S)− ρk1d̂Msign(S) + ρk1 cosh

−2(ρė)d
]
− ˙̂
dM

(
d̄M − d̂M

)
≤ −k4S

2 − k5 |S| − ρk1d̂M |S|+ ρk1dM |S| − ˙̂
dM

(
d̄M − d̂M

)
≤ −k4S

2 − k5 |S|+ ρk1

(
d̄M − d̂M

)
|S| − ˙̂

dM

(
d̄M − d̂M

)
≤ −k5 |S| −

(
d̄M − d̂M

)
+
(
d̄M − d̂M

)
≤ −min

(√
2k5,

√
2
)
V

1
2
4 + δ

(31)

where δ =
(
d̄M − d̂M

)
.

As d̄M and d̂M are bounded, δ is bounded. According to Lemma 2.2, V4 is practical
finite-time stable. This means that the sliding manifold S is practical finite-time stable.
Hence, the sliding manifold S converges to a region |S| ≤ ∆, where ∆ is an unknown
positive constant. The stability analyses of e and ė are as follows.

According to (16),

S = k1 tanh(ρė) + (k2h+ k3)e = ∆1 (32)

where |∆1| ≤ ∆. Equation (32) can be written as

k1 tanh(ρė) = −(k2h+ k3)e+∆1 = −(k2h+ k3)

(
e− ∆1

(k2h+ k3)

)
(33)

As the parameters k1, k2, k3, ρ, and h(t) are greater than zero, k1 tanh(ρė) and ė have
the same sign. Thus, if e− ∆1

(k2h+k3)
> 0, that is, e > ∆1

(k2h+k3)
, then ė < 0. If e− ∆1

(k2h+k3)
< 0,

then ė > 0. Therefore, the system state e will converge to a region ∆1

(k2h+k3)
. Because of the

boundedness and monotonicity of the tanh(·) function, ė will converge to a small region
around zero. Thus, conclusion (ii) has been proved.

From the previous analyses, the sliding manifold S is bounded in the tracking control
process. From the boundedness of the tanh(·) function, k1 tanh(ρė) is bounded. Therefore,
(k2h+ k3)e is bounded. Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1, it can be shown that h(t) is
always bounded in the tracking control process. Thus, conclusion (iii) has been proved.
This completes the proof of all conclusions in Theorem 3.2.

Remark 3.3. Because of the presence of the sign function in this formulation, the chat-
tering problem may occur. To weaken this phenomenon, a continuous function such as
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(34) can be used in replace of the sign function.

sat(S) =

 1, S > σ
S/σ, |S| ≤ σ
−1, S < −σ

(34)

where σ is a small positive constant.

4. Simulations. This section reports the results of simulations to verify the proposed
guidance laws with prescribed performance. To illustrate the effectiveness of the designed
guidance laws, two different target maneuvering scenarios are considered.
Case 1: at = 5g cos(t) m/s2

Case 2: at = 5g m/s2

where g = 9.8 m/s2 denotes the acceleration of gravity.
To verify the performance of the designed guidance laws, the results are compared

with those from the proportional navigation guidance law (PNGL) and fast nonsingular
terminal sliding mode guidance law (FNTSMGL) [38].
The PNGL is given as

nc = −NṘθ̇L (35)

The fast nonsingular terminal sliding mode surface is given as

S = ẋ+ α1x+ α2f(x) (36)

f(x) =

{
r1x+ r2x

2sign(x) |x| < η
|x|r sign(x) otherwise

(37)

r1 = (2− r)ηr−1 (38)

r2 = (r − 1)ηr−2 (39)

where r, α1, α2, and η are positive constants, 0 < r < 1.
The FNTSMGL is given as

u0 = −b−1
(
f + α1ẋ+ α2β̇(x) + k1S + k2sign(S)

)
(40)

β̇(x) =

{
r1ẋ+ 2r2xẋsign(x) |x| < η

r |x|r−1 ẋ otherwise
(41)

In order to demonstrate that the guidance law designed in this paper is still valid
under different scenarios, the two sets of initial scene parameters listed in Table 1 are
considered. Usually the speed of the missile is greater than that of the target. The first
set of parameters is the terminal guidance for intercepting the subsonic cruise missile, and
the second set of parameters is the terminal guidance for intercepting the maneuvering
fighter.

Table 1. Initial scene parameters

Dataset R(0), m θL(0),
◦ θm(0),

◦ θt(0),
◦ θLf ,

◦ Vm, m/s Vt, m/s
1 5000 30 20 −20 20 600 300
2 9000 20 25 10 15 800 450

In practice, the control force provided by the dynamic actuators is limited. Therefore,
the maximum lateral accelerations of the missile are assumed to be limited as

aM =

{
aM maxsign(aM) if |aM | ≥ aM max

aM if |aM | < aM max
(42)
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where aM max = 25g. This means that the maximum lateral acceleration of the missile is
25g.

4.1. Simulation results of sliding mode guidance law with prescribed perfor-
mance. The parameters of guidance law u1 are ρ = 2.45, k1 = 0.5, k2 = 0.0005, k3 = 1,
k4 = 0.6, k5 = 2.7. The parameter in the saturation function is σ = 0.005. The parame-
ters in the prescribed performance constraint function are λ(0) = 12, λ(∞) = 0.5, l = 0.8.
The initial scene parameters are given by dataset 1. The parameters in the FNTSMGL
u0 are α1 = 0.02, α2 = 0.39, r = 0.4, η = 0.25, k1 = 6, k2 = 2. The parameter in the
PNGL is N = 5.

Case 1. When at = 5g cos(t) m/s2, the target is performing an S-type maneuver.
The simulation results under u1 are shown in Figure 4. Figure 4(a) shows the relative
movement trajectories under three guidance laws. Although the flight trajectories of the
missile are different, the three guidance laws can intercept the target successfully, which
verifies the effectiveness of the guidance law presented in this paper. From Figure 4(b), the
LOS angle converges to the desired angle under guidance laws u1 and u0, but the PNGL
cannot ensure the convergence of the LOS angle. Figure 4(c) shows the curves of the LOS
tracking error for guidance laws u1 and u0 with the prescribed performance constraint
function. The results indicate that the LOS angle tracking error converges to zero with
the prescribed performance under guidance law u1. However, u0 cannot guarantee the LOS
tracking error converges to the prescribed performance. Figure 4(d) shows the curves of

LOS angular rate θ̇L. Good convergence performance is clearly observed under u1. Figure
4(e) describes the acceleration of the missile. The acceleration under u1 and u0 exhibits
saturation at the beginning of the guidance process. This is because the selected sliding
mode surface requires a large control input to ensure rapid convergence. Figure 4(f) shows
the sliding mode surface under u1 and u0. Both surfaces converge to a small region in a
short period of time. This is consistent with the previous theoretical analysis.

Case 2. For at = 5g m/s2, the simulation results under u1 are shown in Figure 5. Figure
5(a) indicates that the target is maneuvering in a different way, and that the missile can
still intercept the target successfully under all three guidance laws. Figure 5(b) shows the
curves of θL. The LOS angle converges to the desired angle under u1 and u0. The LOS
angle tracking error with the prescribed performance is presented in Figure 5(c). Similar
to case 1, u1 can still ensure the LOS angle tracking error converges to the prescribed
performance. Figure 5(d) describes the LOS angular rate θ̇L, and Figure 5(e) shows the
acceleration of the missile under the three guidance laws. The final variation trend of the
control input is related to the maneuvering of the target. As shown in Figure 5(f), the
sliding mode surface under u1 and u0 converges to a small region within a short period of
time.

In conclusion, it has been verified that the guidance law u1 designed in this paper
performs well when the target is maneuvering in different ways. Compared with previously
designed sliding mode guidance laws, u1 can ensure the LOS angle tracking error converges
according to the prescribed performance. However, guidance law u1 requires the upper
bound of the maneuvering information of the target to be known in advance. Considering
that the parameters related to the target cannot be easily obtained in actual guidance
systems, the next section describes simulations using the adaptive sliding mode guidance
law with prescribed performance.

Remark 4.1. As seen from the conclusions of Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2, all the
control parameters can have important effects on the control performance. However, due
to the complexity of nonlinear system, there are still no explicit rules to amend the control
parameters for the guidance control system. Therefore various trials have been made so
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 4. Responses under u1 for Case 1

that the simulation results are acceptable. But to make the comparison results convinc-
ing and fair, the parameters must share the same values even under different simulation
groups.

4.2. Simulation results of adaptive sliding mode guidance law with prescribed
performance. Similar to Section 4.1, the PNGL and FNTSMGL u0 are compared with
guidance law u2. To separate this experiment from the simulation of u1, dataset 2 in
Table 1 is used as the initial scene parameters for the simulation. The parameters in
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 5. Responses under u1 for Case 2

guidance law u2 are the same as those for u1: ρ = 2.45, k1 = 0.5, k2 = 0.0005, k3 = 1,
k4 = 0.6, k5 = 2.7. The adaptive gain δ = ρk1. The parameter in the saturation function
is σ = 0.005. The parameters in the prescribed performance constraint function are
λ(0) = 7, λ(∞) = 0.5, l = 0.8. The parameters in guidance law u0 are α1 = 0.02,
α2 = 0.39, r = 0.4, η = 0.25, k1 = 6, k2 = 2. The parameter in the PNGL is N = 5.

Case 1. When at = 5g cos(t) m/s2, the target is performing an S-type maneuver.
The simulation results under u2 are shown in Figure 6. Figure 6(a) shows the relative
movement trajectories under u0, PNGL, and u2. The missile can intercept the target
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g)

Figure 6. Responses under u2 for Case 1
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g)

Figure 7. Responses under u2 for Case 2
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successfully under u2. Figure 6(b) shows the curves of the LOS angle. Guidance laws u2

and u0 can ensure that the LOS angle converges to the desired angle. Figure 6(c) describes
the LOS tracking error with the prescribed performance function. The results indicate
that guidance law u2 can ensure the LOS tracking error converges to the prescribed
performance, but u0 does not have this property. Figure 6(d) shows the curves of LOS

angular rate θ̇L. From Figure 6(e), the missile acceleration under u2 and u0 exhibits
saturation at the beginning of the process, as the selected sliding manifold requires a
large control force to ensure rapid convergence. The curves of the sliding mode surface
under u2 and u0 are presented in Figure 6(f). Both the sliding mode surfaces converge to
a small region in a short period of time. The adaptive gain is presented in Figure 6(g). It
can be seen that, as the sliding mode surface tends to a small region, the adaptive gain
tends to a constant value.
Case 2. For at = 5g m/s2, the simulation results under u2 are shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7(a) shows that the missile can still intercept the target successfully under all three
guidance laws. Figure 7(b) indicates that the LOS angle θL converges to the desired angle
θLf under u2 and u0. Figure 7(c) shows that u2 can still ensure the LOS angle tracking
error converges to zero to satisfy the prescribed performance. Figure 7(d) describes the

LOS angular rate θ̇L. Figure 7(e) presents the acceleration of the missile. As shown in
Figure 7(f), the sliding mode surface under u2 and u0 converges to a small region in a
short period of time. The adaptive gain under u2 is given in Figure 7(g). The adaptive
gain tends to a constant value as the sliding mode surface tends to a small region.
From the simulation results of Figures 6 and 7, it can be concluded that guidance

law u2 designed in this paper ensures that the LOS angle converges to the desired angle
with the prescribed performance. This agrees with the analysis of the dynamic process
of the guidance system. Note that the prescribed performance function can, in theory,
be designed arbitrarily. However, in actual guidance systems, the parameters of the
prescribed performance constraint function cannot be selected arbitrarily because of the
limited overload capability of the missile. If the parameter l in the prescribed performance
function is too large, the system will converge faster, requiring a larger control force. This
may lead to the failure of the prescribed performance constraint function. Therefore, the
parameters should be selected according to the requirements of the actual system.

5. Conclusions. This paper has introduced prescribed performance sliding mode guid-
ance laws that use an error variable function and a novel sliding mode surface to ensure
that a missile intercepts a maneuvering target. The guidance laws designed in this paper
can deal with the problem of target acceleration under known and unknown bounds us-
ing adaptive control. Compared with previous prescribed performance control methods,
the controller proposed in this paper has a simpler form and superior robustness and
practicality. A strict theoretical proof was presented, and simulation results verified the
effectiveness and superiority of the guidance laws designed in this paper. The proposed
controller can also be conveniently used to deal with prescribed performance problems
in other scenarios requiring nonlinear control, such as robot control systems. However,
the overload of the missile is not limited in this paper and the prescribed performance
control method proposed in this paper cannot effectively constrain the overshoot. In the
next work, the guidance law with actuator saturation and overshoot constraint will be
considered.
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